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PORTABLE BLOCKCHAIN SYSTEM

Background

[000 The background description provided herein is for the purpose of generally

presenting the context of the disclosure. Work of the presently named inventors, to the

extent t is described in this background section, as well as aspects of the description

that may not otherwise qualify as prior art at the time of fifing, are neither expressly nor

impliedly admitted as prior art against th present disclosure.

[0002] Blockchain technology may be applied to many transaction types n some

cases, such as an anonymous digital currency, a work function s added to slow down

transactions to prevent double spending. However, transactions between known an

a ditab e entities may be less concerned about double spending and have a greater

interest on scalability.

Summary

003 blockchain-based ledger uses a PKS base and a custom virtua! machine for

interpreting contracts and attestation rules. The roo block may be self-signed and

include the public keys of entities allowed to create transactions on the blockchain. As

opposed to the proof-of-work mechanism that establishes trust in a public blockchain

the disclosed iedger uses non-repudiation to establish trust. The virtua! machine allows

cross-platform consistency and language independence by supplying logic operations

for parsing fields in certificates stored in the Iedger, comparing fields, and computing

cryptographic operations. The instructions of the virtual machine may be embedded in

smart contract certificates and may be used when creating transactions within the

iedger.



Brief Description of the Drawings

The figures depict a preferred embodiment for purposes of iiiustration oniy.

One skilled in the art may readily recognize from the following discussion that

alternative embodiments of th structures and methods illustrated herein may be

employed without departing from the principles described herein.

[0005] Figure 1 illustrates a t s te certificate suitable for use with the current

disclosure;

|000 ] Figure 2 illustrates a three-way web of trust;

0O073 Figure 3 illustrates an embodiment of a oc hain;

[0008] Figure illustrates a certificate tuple; and

[000 Figure 5 illustrates data in a certificate used to compute a signature.

Detailed Description



P u i c Key

The mos c nm foxes of a i t p ie st.n -t today s found ia P fh ; Key s a
h i which ( be-embedded in certificate- aias that can be verified anyone.

A Ρ Ϊ systenr is d o chains of certificates starting from s f-s g ed certificate authority root certificate and extending
out to public certificates which con walked back t o one of these root certificates t hrough a process o as certificate
attestation.

Each etitiiy w a - PKJ. system a key pair consisting a public and private key. The private key is known only o
this e t . The public key is embedded to public certificate which is signed by agen within the system tha has
been granted signing authority. W ht one entity wishes t o validate the r d i ia of a iher entity. t. walks that entity
public sign d certificate d to r r v i -verifying the signature of that i e ifi the signatures of a i
certificates back to root. As part of this attestation process, the explicit authority grant to each signer is also verified n
a nt ra built into h attestation library.

Figure typical a pl of a . T i site certificate. Each e b has a t of C¾rt i: ate Authority certificates
built in that act as the roots of certificate chains. Whe a browser negotiates a SSL , it a s g d r i t
from the web server that has been by a number of intermediate i that have alt n tely bee signed try one
of the CAs thai it has.

T ns system - o e t » ig i jeain t s te is a t or t is eeatraii¾ed. Additional fi
authorities art be added if users withhi the system agree t o recognise these authorities. As another drawback, is very
difficult, if s: impossible, to revoke s a ·a h within this system f a certificate authority should becom
compromised, th the entire syste at risk, Revocation of the certificates of other within the system is problematic,
bu not- impossible by usi g a certificate revocation l s and stapling. However these external measures introduce complexity
and potential s al g is a«s that must be accounted for within the system.



Web of Trust

A related to P. i the b of Trust. Unlike P a - of trust does no h centralized authority. Instead,
the system i e tlie trust of peers and -te signing of pn U key by p e i e er ii level of trust d to
particular entity it -ia the system.

Figaro 2 shows a simple web of trust involving ih e ? individuals. Eac indi dual has signed the public t ii a of t e
other mdividuals, d onst rat t t rue relationship between the , A four th di k at John, is .n t a of this
of trust However, if John o e of the other members, such as Alice, then. Joh may assign secondary r t etric o
a certificate that Alice l a signed, allowing John to participate i this web of trust by adoptmg the trus of this existing
network, weighted based o John's ow metrics. If one of other individuals, such as Jane, Alice, or Bob. sign Joints
public key, then the other participants n this network assign Joint a trust metric.

One of t s s k t the WoT system found in PGP/GPCi is that the trust a les not well defined and '
wed known to most mm. Largely, these rules based on loose concepts s c aa degreea of separation, which don't provide
a granular enough attestation process for decidi whether given entity should 1χ· trusted, over which areas this t r ust
should b e In practice, WoT systems require human eonnnon sense arid may therefore be susceptible to social
engineering.

One common t eeS nqn used for verifying WoT cer i ie t e is t h "signin party" Da ng such party, people se
alternative forms of iden f tion, such a gove ii! nt.- ss ed IDs or t IDs, Bach person at the pa rt verifies each other
person's alternative identification, and o ee satisfied, signs that person's public that this public key does, in
fact, belo g to this person. Through mutual signing, it is a so verified that the person has knowledge of th private key,
therefore demonstrating that the person s he/she says.

Traditional ockcha

power to solve. n the case of ryp e r e es such as Bit-coin, this generally involves finding



i h t the eryptographie .bash of the blo k to ·» certain of e
are unpredictable, element of randomness is added with this problem. The i . ¾ e i

to throttle the me i takes to add a block to the block chain to about minutes per block. The throttle can be
determined automatically by eo t m of blocks ap e ded over a fixed ! of time.

Figure 3 shows the t r dit k n blixikchaia. Each oekehain starts with a p - root, subsequent block in the
lo h has a entry that points to the previous block in the chai The a be e e or verified by anyone,

a d covets the header, a Me e hash of the entire k ha i a t that point, a d all of the transactions in. t s current block.
Typically, Is nonce value a a e t a p e header as well, which ro data that- be i d to
create a hash that the current difficulty level in the hlock hai .

For a system n which predictability is the of safe t r sae lo . combination of throttling a d simple

hashing a kes se se The hash at he computed a verified by a r o e, a d the d i i a ty of the problem tha t HO



one can predict agen that will add the next block to the- lo i . tfi
agency manages to comer the market by being l to compute a significant percentage i - w i , on
average, then that agency ay be ab e to manipulate the source of truth in order to orr pt the erypt o rr a y.

o solution is perfect. B ' l e s ain .has predictable .limitations and the Biteoin continues to iterate on stopgap
e t o work within these t»ita » and to prevent from a that has been significantly cornered by

single agency,

V o Ledger

As described to the previous section, the traditional - s n esp t l t o the l - e n problem, in
case of a large decentralized system of ma agencies. However, th s solution e es at the cost of both collective

otn ta a power and some significant lirni tio s .

Ve .o s problems arc not the same a de n r l xl crypto a -ene such i , As such, we d »ot have to use - - e
solutions within o r ledger,

Veio's g synthesizes traditional PK.1 with the append-only a of a traditional lo ha . Th result is a system
that provides on o din br new agents, an extensible system for defining contracts that can be used to verify block added
to the . i kc airt and a mecha nism to embed private ifo r t .i t .io .o into the blockchain either directly, or through the of
tamper-resistant fingerprints and external transport,

The rest of this document will describe how this ledger works fro the ground up.

Certificates

A certificate is a simple binary data structure that is signed by an Each. « at ifi *te contains a -standard set
of fields that define the type of certificate, the cryptographic family used fey the certificate, the contract, identifier used to
validate the certificate, the unique- certificate identifier, the signer of the certificate, a d the certificate signature. Certificates
also contain. other fields are specific to the certificate type arid verified by the certificate's co t ract

Each field in a certificate is a tuple consisting of a 16-bit field type identifier, a 16-bit field e , and the field data,
AH numeric values are encoded g-E d ian unsigned integ er values.

While it is C » for certificates t o e described in ASN. encoded n DER. this format i needlessly complex, This
complexity is not just systems concern; AS . and DEE parsers h v suffered from crippling security -vulnerabilities t a t
largely from l e o p it of that feast. o tagged certificate format parser can be written i a way that s
provably- secure. It is possible t o formally prove that our c t ir a e parser will either successfully hod fields in a certificate r
enter a predietibie error state, even i f the ert i eat e is corrupted by a malicious agent. Even with the constraint of a formally
provable properties, it s possible to build ve r rich documents using this certificate- format.

Field Types

The first 1 24 field types ( x 00 - f F of the certificate- format are reserved by system and a r hard-coded. The
remaining S4-S12 field types are user-defined based on the certificate type. Externally, these field types are not directly seen
by user code. Instead, user code identifies each field by a , which is mapped to a 16- it value by the certificate library.
The mapping o f user-defined fields depends o the mapping table defined for the certificate type. This mapping table is also
defined as a certificate, which may either be embedded into the blockchaiw for public extensions or referenced as a private
extension whose fingerprints are embedded into the b i h m.



N on- p d i t !

Bashes cars computed b anyone. are useful for verifying the . of data, but since hashes can. be compu ted
b anyone, them is. nothing that prevents from controlling both hash the data. As h is d o r
integrity, but there i no guarantee regarding the provenance of any arbitrary combination data a d bask ti a traditional
hioeke a , there is an i np d relationship between tb hash of a and the entity that originally hashed the. block,

ea e t difficult t o find a that a i es the difficulty, a importantly, there is a a k i∞ v for finding
this hash. It's unlikely that an. entity ust pe fo an arbitrarily l amount of work to m a hash woul forgo
the authorship of this block, this would mea forfeiting the reward for finding a good hash value.

A cryptographic signature can be verified by a nyon with access to th public key, but it can only be computed by a entity
in of the private key. s such, h s s .t .re lias a of no -r udiat t . As o rg a s the signing key r ma
private. only the entity i n possession of this private key create a signature using this private key

Each certificate includes a signer field d a signature field, The first- step h parsing a certificate a to search for the signer
a d signature fields. These fields set the boundary of fields that ca be verified by checking the signature. The certificate
is truncated to these bounds, which ensures that the parser ot consider any fields might be after the
signal:a e.

Figure shows the data in a certificate used to compute the s g a t re. The dat in black is in the signature computation.
The data in blue is the signature itself. After the signature has been verified, all data to black ca be trusted as authored
by the signer. T h s data includes the field type and size of he signature itself, although, for simplicity, this dat is a so
truncated. The data in red is t r t d , and truncated. Thus, a n attacker cannot append data t o a signed certificate.

Vel Ledger

The a Ledger is a spec type of bl eke ai n that e elements of the traditional bin kehs elements o P .
This ledger works on the principle of delegated authority, in which one root entity delegates explicit authority to other agents
that grants them tins capability of performing certain actions within tl«! ledger.

Each block with i the io kcl ah is a certificate which contains additional oertiifcates. A block a special certificate that
contains a link to the previous block in the bloekehain and & signed by a t entity that has been granted the authority to
append blocks to the ioc chain

The root block in the b oek in is embedded into tbe Ve o w v AP . This root block is the only block within the
block chain that is linked to itself. This block is self-signed by root and grants a or l y to other entities, whose public keys
are also embedded in t is block, t o create transactions relevant to the b ekcii i , iock a i agents are entities tha : have
the a to append records to the hiockchain, Bloekehain onboarding agents are entities that have the authority to
onboard w bloekehain agents, wh ic extends the network of available bloekehain agents. Payment onboarding agents are
entities that .haw the authority to onboard payors and payees. Contract agents are entities that have the authority to create
new contract types that are appended to the bloekehain and be used by entities thai: have the authority t o use them.
Certificate extension agents are that have the authori t to create new certificate and can be appended to
the bloekehain aad may be by it that have the authority to use them. Payors and payees are agents that may
create and evolve payment transactions which ca then be appended to the bloekehain..

Additional blocks are discovered and cached by connecting t o the ledger network and attesting each block i turn. Each block
adde to the ledger evolves the state of the entire network, and each block attested by an entity connected to the network
evolves the entity 's view of the network. This evolution includes state changes fin; any transaction within the network, irons
the Me cycle of entities themselves t o the life cycle o transactions that these entitles create.

on- e dia t ion replaces the proof of work as toe a tha keeps the ledger s rt y Only bloekehain
agents have the authority t o append blocks: to the ledger. An entity, however, can e the integrity of the ledger by
verifying the signing bloekehain n signature for each block.

The lifetime for a artifacts within t i e ledger is lindted. This includes entitles. When an entity needs to be expired or
revoked, a revocation transaction can be used t o retire this entity. Periodically, bi ekeh a h agents are retired and new
bloekehain agents ca be created. This ca he dons; to scale up the ledger, to rotate keys, or to respond to potential breach
of trust in ledger.



elo Smart Contracts

Although the d er act th sovtr f -h f the V » systeta, a wit in the s s .
verifiable. Since transactions or additional types tncssages certificates be embedded into the lodger to
support b rt h j and other relevant within to , needs to be extensible rae a isi i that
allows any entity to verily any certificate that been appended to the ledger.

In order to verify a certificate n a Ρ Ϊ system, fixed attestation process; is ed . This attestation process walks the
certificate back to root and verifies fields i each certificate in this chain to trace both provenance and authority. A
similar process can be used t o verify certificates i a ledger, however, capturing the attestation ra es for custom certificates
would h problematic f these ules were just written in a typical programming language.

One of the difficulties is choosing the language. A . language ke JavaScript is aot ei! suited for performing attestation,
because it was not designed for that- purpose, and different interpreters yield slightly different results that con d be
xp i a . Picking language ike ava, or Pytho have implications, as these have certain

platform requirements that ay not he available o a - s ar t phone or a hardware security xn d e

Velo s of special high-level virtual machine for interpreting contracts and attestation raies. This virtual. machine
provides a subset of logic operations that can be used t o perse fields in certificates stored in the ledger, compare these
fi eld s to other fields i other certificates, compute various cryptographic operations. The c in litis virtual
machine are encoded n a simple ecod format that can be e dd n s ar contract certificates that can be referenced
when creating transactions within the ledger. This virtual machine an be simulated on gh-e i servers in the cloud,
client-side -JavaScript the browser, with software running in s art phones, or o special smart cards embedded

ieroe 'oii rs .

T r -structure- of this v machine allows properties -.of contracts defined ia this y e od form to be formally verified
proof assistan such i T h ,*, i: ¾ possible t de e a gt -contract i r r ac is i the ledger, and then r . .d

prove that specific properties of this smart contract- w always hold. Additionally, it is possible to prove that verification of
smart c s ca t ire perfoiiaed trader certain operational a tr ia t , including both M and CP r i r t .

The ot xh a t io of a distributed iedger built on non- ep K a -ion and smart- contracts that can be defined to extend the
types of transactions possible in the ledger ensures that Veto's distributed ledger c rt scale to meet t e eeds of gh-voh ie
banking s and an be x n to cover w use e future without sacrificing e secur y of the system.



We Claim

. A bSockchain ledger system comprising:

a ledger built using a seff-signed root block having a public key of each

authorized participant and one o more additional blocks that change a

state of a transaction, each extension to the ledger including a non-

repudiation signature of one of the authorized participants; and

a virtual machine used for interpreting contracts and attestation rules associated

with the ledger, the virtual machine embedded in a certificate use for

creating transactions in the ledger..
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